<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>F5 CS G5 D5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Bridge</td>
<td>F5 CS G5 D5 (slide down)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both guitars:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: G5 555xxx
  - **Chorus**
    - Both guitars: D5 6577xxx
- **Solo**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Both guitars:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Both guitars:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Both guitars:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Guitar II plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

And over and over while guitar I plays this:

- **Intro**
  - Both guitars: A
- **Verse**
  - Both guitars: A

Outro: